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It is important for backcountry travelers to really have the capability to handle dangerous
circumstances when they occur.an important reference for anybody headed into the outside.
medical materials; wilderness travel;obviously explains essential diagnostics and medical
procedures necessary for wilderness injuries, including general principles in wilderness
medicine;It is  This comprehensive reference book, based on the Wilderness Medical Associates
curriculum,  and the newest first aid methods for outdoor situations.  basic life support; This
consists of a logical, commonsense approach to injury and illness that considers the unique
aspects of the wilderness setting.
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Maine supply for Village LIfesaver training in the mountain villages of Vietnam I actually am
using this instruction as my main supply for teaching first aid to farmers in rural mountain
villages in Vietnam. This is why I use wilderness medicine as helpful information. I work with
Vets With a Objective [... I taught Fight LIfesavers training to many, many soldiers and contact
this program Village Lifesavers. The villages where we educate are over one hour from any
hospital and there is absolutely no EMS. It worked so well last year, I am using the same
syllabus derived from Mr Isaac's book.] and you may follow our medical training group on the
website blog. Came strongly suggested. We also have doctors teaching the staff at the
neighborhood village treatment centers....and I really wish to thank Outward Bound and Mr Isaac
for their handbook.. It's actually fun to learn - made me laugh out loud at least once... Strongly
suggested reference and study reserve. It is utilized as teaching text for
professionals.developing an EMS system where there is non-e. Exciting....so you can discover
where we are heading. Among the gold criteria in the field An absolute classic. Guides you all
the way from the original assessment to treating specific injuries and illnesses let's assume that
help is lots of hours away. Buy it Great info Five Stars Came quickly and very informative. The
main element is to learn and research about the most likely injuries for your proposed activity..
Practical, Simple, Entertaining This is amazing.. An absolute must have book This essential read
and learn from for all going on adventures even if it is hike on local trails. So rather than having
to remember a complete pile of different problems and procedures you wind up with a common-
feeling approach that falls back again on a handful of basic ideas. Came highly recommended.
Will use mainly because a reference when away camping etc. We perform three days of training
and present each student a simple first aid package to maintain. It presents information in a
manner that I, at least, discover easy to comprehend and remember - different complications are
described with regards to a common set of core principles.. Although it will be very difficult to
remember every feasible treatment for every situation, this publication will at least give you a
good base to build upon. Five Stars Thorough
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